ABSTRACT. Let M be a connected linear algebraic monoid with zero and a reductive unit group. We show that there exist reductive groups G\,..., G t , each with an automorphism, such that the conjugacy classes of M are in a natural bijective correspondence with the twisted conjugacy classes of G,-, i = 1,..., t.
Fix a pair of opposite Borel subgroups P, B~ of G so that T = B D B~ is a maximal torus. Let W = W(G) = N G (T)/ T denote the
For / Ç 5, P/ = #W/Z? and P^ = P~ W/P~ are a pair of standard opposite parabolic subgroups, where Wi is the subgroup of W generated by /. L/ = P/ n Py~ * s a reductive group, called a standard Levi subgroup of G. We have, W(P/) = W(Pj) = W(L 7 ) = W/. Subgroups of G containing a Borel subgroup, i.e. a conjugate of B, are called parabolic subgroups. If P is a parabolic subgroup of G containing P, then there is a unique opposite parabolic subgroup P~ of G containing 7 such that L = P n P~ is a reductive group. Then L is a Levifactor of P and P = LR U (P),LDR U (P) = 1, where P M (P) is the unipotent radical of P. This is called a Levi decomposition of P. If Pi, P 2 are Borel subgroups of G containing P, then G is expressible as the following disjoint union: PROOF. Let a = nT. Then n G P 2 P\. There exist 0i,0 2 By the Bruhat decomposition for G, f|-=1 <7/W/0/ 7^ 0.
• Now for monoids. By a (linear) algebraic monoid, we mean a monoid M such that the underlying set is an affine variety and the product map is a morphism. The identity component of M will be denoted by M c . We will use the same notation for an algebraic group. We will assume that M is connected (i.e. M -M c ) and that M has a zero. We will further assume that the unit group G is reductive. We call such a monoid a reductive monoid. Typically such monoids arise by taking lined Zariski closures of linear representations of reductive groups. We refer to [5] for the general theory of algebraic monoids. We will let %,, L, J7, Di denote the usual Green's relations on M.
will denote the set of idempotents in X. By the author [3] , the semigroup way of viewing the Borel subgroup B is via the cross-section lattice: Ren(M) is a finite fundamental inverse monoid with idempotent set E(T) and unit group W. By Renner [7] , M is the disjoint union:
For more recent advances in this direction, we refer to Renner [9] , where in particular an exciting new ^-cross-section submonoid O is found. This new monoid is related to the minimum length right and left coset representatives of W/ in W.
2. Main section. Let M be a reductive monoid with unit group G. Call two elements a,b G M conjugate ifb = a x =x~xax for some x G G. We are interested in the conjugacy classes in M. Renner [8] has shown that the conjugacy class of an element is closed if and only if the element lies in the closure of a torus. In general the conjugacy classes in M (as opposed to the full matrix monoid) can be very complicated. For example in general the number of conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements in M is infinite. None the less, major progress was made by the author [6] . The story begins with the following affine subset ofMJoveeE(T),ae W:
where (a) denotes the cyclic group generated by a. In general ea = er does not imply
) is a reductive group with a closed normal subgroup
where as usual 
Let ix G WV Then TT -mT for some m <E G e H N G (T). Let a G N e #. Then a = £g/t for some g G C G (G^ | S G (<r)), n G WG(T) with a = nT. Then for all / > 0, régrC 1 G C G (G e ) and hence is centralized by m. Thus we see by induction on / that • In preparation for our main theorem, we prove the following technical lemma. Let a = pm. We see by induction that for all / > 0,
LEMMA 2.5. Let e,f G E(T). Define a relation = on G as: g\ = g 2 if there exist x G C G (e,f), a G Gj Pi C G (e), b G G r e D Coif) such thataxgi = g 2 xb. Then (i) = is an equivalence relation on G. (ii) If a = nT e W, e
Hence u G CdG^ \ 6 G (a)). We claim that Thus starting with y = z and k = 0, and proceeding inductively to fc = | W\, we find d^nreWjG C G (e 6 \8 e (a) such that w G C G (G^ | 6 G (a)), 0 = TT 0 • • • 7r t a with 7f/ G W «, *• Pi W(e,..., e°l), / = 0,..., t, and zum = yun. This completes the proof.
• We are now ready to prove our main theorem. THEOREM 2.6. The following conditions are equivalent for e G A and <r, 6 G W: 71717, r\~llr), respectively. Thus without loss of generality, we can assume that e 9 -f.
There exists A\ G M e^a that is conjugate to some A 2 G M e j. By Theorem 2.3, we can assume that A 2 G /V^. So there exist u G C G (/ | 8 G (cr)), v G C G (G^ \ 8 G (0) ) such that Ai = eun,À2 = evm, a -nT, 0 -mT. There exists X G G such thatXAiX -1 = A 2 .
Since Ai, A 2 G eM/\ we can assume without loss of generality that ,f) , b G C G (f) n G£ such that X = orb. From X4i = A 2 X, we get eaxwft = evmxb.
So there exist a G C G (e) HÔLx e C G (e
Since e a -e e , nnT 1 G C G (e). Hence Note that now A 2 G M^ and not /V^. By (2),
Since a e G Further assume that there exist
By (3)-(6) we see that (7)-(10) are valid for k = 1, since
Since x^ G &C G (e)(j~j for -1 <j< k, we see that 
By (11), (13) and Lemma 1.1,
Hence by (11), (13),
By (13) (iii) => (iv) We show that e8 is conjugate to e7 in Ren(M). We do this by induction on t. 
